The negative correlation between energy consumption and communication efficiency in motor network.
Motor network plays an important role in people's daily lives. However, until now, the energy consumption mechanism of motor network remains unclear. In this study, we aimed to investigate the energy consumption of motor network. Fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose PET ([F]FDG PET) data of 81 healthy male Sprague-Dawley rats were included in this study. Metabolic motor network was constructed on the basis of group independent component analysis. Properties of motor network such as degree and nodal efficiency were investigated using graph theory-based analysis. Furthermore, the relationships between [F]FDG standardized uptake value ratio and these properties of each node were investigated. A motor network comprising of the following 11 regions were found: left primary motor cortex, right primary motor cortex, left secondary motor cortex, right secondary motor cortex, left primary somatosensory cortex, right primary somatosensory cortex, left secondary somatosensory cortex, right secondary somatosensory cortex, left insular cortex, right insular cortex, and left orbital cortex. Graph theory-based analysis indicated that right primary somatosensory cortex and left secondary somatosensory cortex were the hubs of motor network, and the nodal efficiency and nodal degree share the same order. Further investigation found a significantly negative correlation between nodal efficiency and [F]FDG standardized uptake value ratios. This study investigated the energy consumption of motor network and found a relationship between energy consumption and communication efficiency. These results may provide insights into the understanding of energy consumption mechanism underlying motor network.Video abstract: http://links.lww.com/NMC/A142.